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00:45:51 M. Laurie Phillips: dont have a yes button 

00:46:04 M. Laurie Phillips: yes 

00:46:32 Hazel O: Please find yes buttons in the “participants” window at the bottom of your video screen 

00:46:32 Katie Rodolico: Don't have a yes button - but does thumbs up work? 

00:52:44 Hazel O: commplan@ucsd.edu 

00:56:40 Paul Jamason: i’d like to second that point about zoom meetings - thanks! 

00:59:42 Kathy Haynes: sound stopped 

00:59:53 M. Laurie Phillips: you are frozen 

00:59:54 Karin Zirk: For me as well 

00:59:56 Andrew Wiese: Sound off here too 

01:00:02 Jeana Renger: cannot hear Katie 

01:01:33 Erin Baker: is this presentation on the website? 

01:02:00 Laura Black: Thanks to everyone for your patience regarding connectivity with the presentation 

01:03:39 Rajeev Bhatia: This presentation is currently not on the website, but recording of this meeting will be posted after this meeting. 
Project website www.planuniversity.org 

01:10:03 Andrew Wiese: Most of the slides related to housing and economic trends were presented at the Economic Forum held in 
February, and those presentations are already available on the Plan Update website. 

01:16:25 Keith Jenne: can we see the map? 

01:17:34 Joann Selleck: Aren't the ones with 50 and 100 condos?  

01:18:12 Kevin Worth: Yes, directly across from La Jolla Country Day School 

01:19:21 Tyler Banton: Stop charging so many fees to the developers and the developers could create cheaper housing. 
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01:46:39 Andrew Wiese: In Focus area 1, I hope we will consider whether there are opportunities for mixed use (incl housing) in the 
portion that is under the Miramar Transition Zone, just adjacent to UCSD… 

01:53:32 Andrew Wiese: Connecting this area for bikes and pedestrians across 1-5 to the rest of the community should be a priority… 
safety and comfort will be key to getting people to cross that forbidding zone 

01:55:37 Andrew Wiese: Safety at Genesee / Governor intersection is critical. And safe connections for pedestrians, bicycles and transit 
north and south on Genesee also should be a priority for transportation planning 

01:58:51 Hazel O'Neil: Costa Verde is going to have office development 

02:00:22 Hazel O'Neil: From charley Herzfeld - we need to complete the sidewalk on Gilman Dr where it passes under La Jolla village dr 

02:02:30 Hazel O'Neil: From Clifton William - in focus area 4 and areas west of the I-5, is there any thought to add these areas to the 
initiative to remove the 30 ft height limit for the Midway area? 

02:03:05 Hazel O'Neil: From Kathy Haynes - is there coordination with SANDAG, MTDB, on future plans? Particularly as it pertains to 
bicycle paths/safety? 

02:06:27 Hazel O'Neil: From Oksana Poesskaya - underground pedestrian road crossing would make it much easier and faster to walk 
from apartment complexes to UCSD 

02:08:01 Hazel O'Neil: katiew@sandiego.goc 


